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One of our greatest endeavors as human beings, and as artists as well, is tackling our life’s
most profound struggles. We wrestle internally with how our lived experiences affect
ourselves and others. The purpose of art is to somehow convey that interior battle for a
collective of human strangers to decipher on a grand scale. It’s a vulnerable position
because, in the end, sometimes we won’t be understood as we intended. Puya - In the Circle
of Time, directed by Shahbaz Noshir, is a film wholly concerned with the power of art and
understanding. In fact, it’s one of the best modern independent works to attempt to do so.
Foremost, the film urges us to understand the plight of the refugee experience. It accomplishes this task with an enthralling twist. Puya, an Iranian refugee in Germany, writes a
story about a German Jew named Nimrod escaping the Nazi regime during World War II.
Nimrod frequently appears as a living and breathing person that no one but Puya can see.
But Puya thoughtfully treats him as though he exists, and Nimrod in turn engages with Puya
in his reality. The twist is almost science fiction or fantastical in nature, but it also serves a
very real purpose for the filmmaker’s intents. The persecution of the Jewish, Roma, and
other outcast groups during the Holocaust is one of the most haunting chapters in recorded
human history. Due to its scale and notoriety, an audience member will immediately recognize and understand the suffering inflicted. In this respect, the filmmakers tether past and
present refugee experiences in order for the audience to truly appreciate the issue. It’s
downright impossible to see Nimrod – a man with a historically debilitating background
story – fervently disturbed by what he’s seeing in modern times and reading in the papers,
and not be haunted ourselves. The lingering shot of Nimrod’s face as he whispers, “Hundreds of people have drowned in the Mediterranean Sea again,” is immediately devastating.
He’s seen horrors, and those horrors continue to this day. The scene cuts to Nimrod struggling underwater with newspapers floating around him. It is a symbolic representation of
Nimrod drowning like those people in the sea, empathizing with them. Puya pulls him out of
the water, effectively pulling him out of those depths of despair. Because you see, the story
is ultimately about Puya. Even though we know he titles his script as Nimrod, the film itself
is titled Puya. It’s a reflexive nod to the audience that Puya is a refugee who understands the
strife firsthand. By leaving his homeland of Iran, he escaped with tremendous survivor’s
guilt and trauma. Puya says at one point to Nimrod, “You’ll only be safe when you’re dead.”
In another moment, when his daughter asks him about being sad, he says, “That’s the price
of so-called freedom. I saved myself but…” He trails off, but the film conveys deeply and
methodically throughout how Puya himself is a human vessel of the refugee experience.
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Again the film is self-aware in terms of conveying the creative process as a mode of understanding human suffering. It doesn’t quite break the Fourth Wall golden rule of storytelling,
but more so discreetly nods in its direction. The film is about making art through film. Puya
himself is a jack-of-all-film-trades; he acts and writes. Those moments writing and engaging
with Nimrod reveal Puya’s larger experiences with the external world. But the scenes of Puya
participating in the creative process reveal more of his inner character. Frequently, we see
Puya act in medical drills to help students learn. At one point, Puya’s voice begins narrating
deep suicidal thoughts. But it cuts to a room of psychiatrists as Puya delivers these “lines” to
students in a role play scenario. The film then abruptly transitions to a tiger pacing in a cage
as we see Puya’s reflection in the glass, but it is no random occurrence. It serves as a metaphoric illustration of what Puya himself was just “acting” for the psychiatrists: he’s caged up
in his mind. The subtle method of transference expresses Puya’s own loneliness and despair.
Channeling Puya’s character through his creative work in acting happens again in a scene
where the doctors are “examining” his body as though he were a patient. They push and prod
until eventually their voices become muffled in the background and the camera pushes in to
a close-up of Puya’s face. He’s just another body or slab of meat; they have no meaningful
regard for the soul of the person lying right in front of them. The construction here reminds
us that even though they won’t, we must engage in Puya’s inner turmoil.
Puya, from top to bottom, is the closest we’ll get to perfection in a first-time work. It maintains
a slow, methodical excursion into not only creativity as a means of survival, but how it works
through and because of humanity. So often the human spirit is rendered inconsequential in
the very stories we tell, but Puya knows its importance and successfully creates a unique and
evocative portrait of it.

